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Disk mass changes the MF 
shape for giant planets.
High disk mass: giant planets 
of higher mass, but less of lower 
mass.

Disk lifetime changes both. Long 
living disks: giant planets are
• more numerous and
• of higher mass

-Correlation with MD

Metallicity (disk)
(dust-to-gas ratio) Disk mass (gas) Disk lifetime

Correlations with Disk Properties

•High [Fe/H]:
•higher number of giants (observed)
•but not more massive
  (except for most massive) 

•Minimal dependence for Neptunes
•Inversion at low masses: Distinguish 
detectable vs. actual existing planets!

Std. case
M1=1 Msun

α=7x10-3

f1=0.001

Many more correlations! Mordasini et al. in prep



•Rare, but there is a long 
tail of planets with masses 
clearly larger than 6-10 
MJ. 
•This are not (all) stellar 
companions nearly face-on. 
•No discontinuity: smooth 
continuation.
‣low numbers...
‣high mass tail of same 
formation mechanism?

 Jupiter mass planets: formation by core accretion.         
What about these more massive objects?

!lanetary mass dis"ibu#o$ 

13 MJup ????

- Really an overlap

  with brown dwarfs?

- Where?

Segransan et al. submitted
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Maximal Planet Mass - Gas Accretion

Low Mass Planets (M<30-100 Mearth)
Limited by the planet itself, i.e. its ability to radiate away the 
energy released through the gravitational contraction of the gaseous 
envelope (Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale).

– 16 –

3.2. A prescription for the growth of gas giant planets

Based on the above considerations, we introduce the following simple prescription for the

purpose of numerically integrating the formation and early evolution of the gaseous giant planets.

These approximation captures the essence of the planet formation process.

• Proto planetary growth due to planetesimal accretion is computed with the following rate

equation,
dMp,pl

dt
=

Mp

!c,acc
= Ṁc(Mc = Mp), (32)

where !c,acc is given by eq. (18). The value of Ṁc is obtained from eq. (3) with the core mass

Mc being replaced by the protoplanet’s total mass Mp which also includes the mass of the

gaseous envelope.

• During the growth of the cores, we check whether Mp is less than the critical core mass for the

onset of gas accretion. Based on the discussions in the previous subsection, the magnitude of

Mc,crit is approximated with a simplified version of eq. (28) such that

Mc,crit ! 10

!

Ṁc(Mc = Mp)

10!6M"year!1

"1/4

M". (33)

In principle, as the field planetesimals are being accreted onto the cores, their surface density

in the feeding zone declines, so that both Ṁc and Mc,crit decrease. To take this e!ect into

account, we use time-dependent values of Ṁc calculated in (32) and set Mc,crit = 0 for cores

with Mc > Mc,iso or Mc,noiso.

• When Mc exceeds Mc,crit, gas accretion onto a core is set to start. The gas accretion rate is

regulated by the e"ciency of heat transfer and it is approximated by a simplified version of

eqs. (29) and (30) such that

dMp,g

dt
!

Mp

!KH
;

!KH ! 109

#

Mp

M"

$!3

years.
(34)

The planets’ mass Mp includes both their gaseous envelope and cores. Due to the expansion

of the growing planets’ feed zones, planetesimal accretion onto the cores continues after the

gas accretion has started. But, we neglect the collisions between cores until after the disk gas

is depleted as we have discussed in the last section.

• The above gas accretion rate does not explicitly depend on the ambient conditions. The

approximation is appropriate provided there is an adequate supply of the disk gas. However,

the disk gas may be depleted either globally through processes such as the viscous evolution,
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Obviously, cannot grow larger than total (late) disk (<0.1 Mstar≈100 MJ)

High Mass Planets (M>30-100 Mearth)
The planet structure takes whatever the disk can feed. Limitation by 
global effects (disk dissipation, viscous transport to the planet) and/or 
local gas depletion (gap formation). 



Limitation By Gap Formation
372 W. Kley and G. Dirksen: Disk eccentricity and embedded planets

Fig. 1. Logarithmic plots of the surface density ! for the relaxed state
after 2000 orbits for two di"erent masses of the planet which is located
at r = 1.0 in dimensionless units. Top: q = 3.0!10"3, and bottom: q =
5.0 ! 10"3 calculated with NIRVANA. The inner disk stays circular
in both cases but the outer disk only in the lower mass case. For q =
5.0!10"3 it becomes clearly eccentric with some visible fine structure
in the gap. For illustration, the drawn ellipse (solid line in the lower
plot) has one focus at the stellar location and an eccentricity of 0.20.

expected due to the stronger gravitational torques. For the low-
est mass q = 0.001 model (solid line) the gap is not completely
cleared.

3.2. Dependencies on numerical parameters

The threshold mass where the transition from circular to ec-
centric occurs apparently depends on the width and shape of
the gap, and parameters that will change the gap structure will
also change this threshold mass. Before we analyze physi-
cal influences we display in Fig. 4 the surface density profile
and the disk eccentricity for models using di"erent numerical
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Fig. 2. Disk eccentricity as a function of radius for the several models
with q = 0.001 up to q = 0.005 at t = 2500 orbits, for the q = 0.003
model at t = 3850. For the two lower curves q = 0.001 and q = 0.002,
the outer edge of the computational domain lies at rmax = 2.5.
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Fig. 3. Azimuthally averaged radial profiles of the surface density for
di"erent planet masses, for the same models and times as in Fig. 2.
The width of the gap increases with planetary mass.

parameters but all with same physical setup for q = 0.004, and
at the same evolutionary time of 2500 orbits (the high resolu-
tion model at t = 1750 orbits).

The solid line refers to the basic reference model (as in
Fig. 3, 4 MJup model). We first find that the mass value where
the transition occurs may depend on the location of the outer
boundary rmax. If the stand-o" distance of the planet to the
outer boundary is too small the damping boundary condi-
tions, which tend to circularize the disk, prevent the disk from
becoming eccentric. The simulations using a 4 MJup planet
and a smaller rmax clearly shows this e"ect. For this mass
of the planet the disk will not anymore become eccentric for
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The solid line refers to the basic reference model (as in
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the transition occurs may depend on the location of the outer
boundary rmax. If the stand-o" distance of the planet to the
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tions, which tend to circularize the disk, prevent the disk from
becoming eccentric. The simulations using a 4 MJup planet
and a smaller rmax clearly shows this e"ect. For this mass
of the planet the disk will not anymore become eccentric for

Gap width increases relative to 
size of Hill sphere.

Gap width increases with planet 
mass.

Kley & Dirksen 2006

“Classical” self-limitation to 
6 - 10 MJ for planets.
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FIG. 10.ÈStreamline in the case of a depleted inner disk. The streamline starts in the outer disk and enters the inner disk (see ° 4.5).

FIG. 11.ÈMass accretion rate (normalized by the mass accretion rate
onto a 1 planet) as a function of planet mass for planets that orbit aMJ1 star.M

_

There are, however, two limiting cases where the migra-
tion e†ects can be considered based on the results of this
paper. In both cases, the application is valid because the
migration rate is small. In one case, the planet mass is large
compared with the disk mass. Another case occurs when the
planet is surrounded by only an outer disk. This situation
could arise, for example, if a planet migrates to a central
hole in the disk where migration e†ectively stops, enabling
the so-called hot Jupiters to survive capture by the central
star (Lin et al. 1996).

Table 1 shows the migration rates caused by the gravita-
tional back reaction of the gas on the 1 planet model ofMJ° 4. Contributions to migration come from torques in the
four regions of space described in Table 1 : the inner disk,
inner gap, outer gap, and outer disk. In this terminology,
the inner and outer disks refer to the region outside the gap
as seen in Figure 2. The inner and outer gap regions contain

TABLE 1

MIGRATION RATE OF A 1 PLANETMJ
Region Interval a5 (2nM

s
)/(aM

d
)

p
)

Inner disk . . . . . . 0.2a \ r \ 0.8a ]0.0015
Inner gap . . . . . . . 0.8a \ r \ 1.0a [0.0155
Outer gap . . . . . . 1.0a \ r \ 1.2a ]0.0135
Outer disk . . . . . . 1.2a \ r \ 7.0a [0.0039

Total . . . . . . . . . 0.2a \ r \ 7.0a [0.0044

Veras & Armitage 2004
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NO Limitation By Gap Formation ?
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parameters but all with same physical setup for q = 0.004, and
at the same evolutionary time of 2500 orbits (the high resolu-
tion model at t = 1750 orbits).

The solid line refers to the basic reference model (as in
Fig. 3, 4 MJup model). We first find that the mass value where
the transition occurs may depend on the location of the outer
boundary rmax. If the stand-o" distance of the planet to the
outer boundary is too small the damping boundary condi-
tions, which tend to circularize the disk, prevent the disk from
becoming eccentric. The simulations using a 4 MJup planet
and a smaller rmax clearly shows this e"ect. For this mass
of the planet the disk will not anymore become eccentric for

Sufficiently massive planets 
(>3-5 MJ) can cause a sudden 
transition of the disk state 
from circular to eccentric. 

•Eccentricity excitation at 1:3 outer 
Lindblad resonance is no more damped at 
1:2 for sufficiently wide gaps, i.e. massive 
planets. 

Kley & 
Dirksen 2006

See also Papaloizou et al.  2001
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Fig. 6. The dependence of the accretions rate onto the planet
(in dimensionless units) on the planetary mass for relaxed quasi-
equilibrium configurations. Results are displayed for models using an
! = 0.01 viscosity.

conclusion is confirmed by a model with Mp = 2 MJup and
ep = 0.05 which (for the standard viscosity) does not produce
an eccentric disk.

3.4. The two equilibrium states for an ! type viscosity

To illustrate the e!ect under di!erent physical conditions we
present additional simulations using a slightly di!erent setup.
Here, we consider a planet moving inside a disk at a radius
of 0.35 AU, assuming that the inner disk has been cleared al-
ready. The outer radius of the computational domain lies at
1.2 AU, and the inner one at 0.25 AU. The scale height of the
disk is H/r = 0.05, and for the viscosity we use here as an alter-
native an !-prescription, with a constant value of ! = 0.01. In
these models we have used a planetary eccentricity of ep = 0.01
which is typically found in models of embedded planets that
follow the orbital evolution. As shown above this value of ep

has no influence on the transition to the eccentric disk state.
The remaining setup is similar to the models described above.
The viscosity may be on the large side of protoplanetary disks
but has (in combination with the lack of the inner disk) the clear
advantage of speeding up the simulations considerably which
allows us to reach the quasi-equilibrium states in which global
quantities such as mass, energy do not vary in time anymore,
with reasonable computational e!ort. This alternative setup has
been used recently in a paper modeling the resonant system
GJ 876 and it is described in more detail in Kley et al. (2005).
Here we describe additional results concerning details of the
eccentric disk state.

For these !-models we vary the planet-star mass ratio q
from 1 ! 10"3 to about 7 ! 10"3. In all cases the models
are evolved until a quasi-stationary state has been reached.
As already seen above for the constant viscosity case, also in
this case the disk changes its structure from circular for small

Fig. 7. Gray scale plots of the surface density " for the relaxed state
for two di!erent planetary masses: a) q = 4.5 ! 10"3 and b) q =
5.9 ! 10"3 calculated with RH2D. Due to the higher planetary mass
much stronger wave-like disturbances are created in the density.

planetary masses to eccentric for large planetary masses. Here
the transition occurs at a larger planetary mass because of the
higher e!ective viscosity.

In Fig. 6 we display the mass accretion rate onto the planet
as a function of the planet mass. There is a strong jump in
the magnitude of the accretion rate at a critical planetary mass
qcrit # 5.25! 10"3, exactly at the point where the disk switches
from circular to eccentric. For small planetary masses q < qcrit

the mass accretion rate falls o! with increasing planetary mass,
because upon increasing Mp the stronger gravitational torques
will deepen the gap and reduce the accretion rate (Bryden et al.
1999; Lubow et al. 1999). However, when the disk turns eccen-
tric the gap edge periodically approaches the planet and it may
even become engulfed in the disk material for su#ciently large
eccentricity (see Fig. 7). Consequently, the mass accretion rate

Mass accretion onto the planet resumes 
strongly again. Maximum (on longer 
timescale) is:

(Disk accretion rate)

Eccentric
Transition

dMgas

dt
= Ṁdisk



With limitation
“Lubow et al. way”

No limitation due to 
gap formation.
“Extreme Kley-Dirksen way”

Test Global Consequences 
Planetary IMF

Mstar=1 Msun
f1=0.001
No irradiation

As expected, 
strong influence 
for planets ≳ 6 
MJ



Planetary Initial Mass Function - High End
without limitation

Without dM/dt limitation, 
≲ 0.4%  larger than 13 MJ, 
with limitation, none.

with limitation

Different slopes: better 
agreement without limitation.

!lanetary mass dis"ibu#o$ 

13 MJup ????

- Really an overlap

  with brown dwarfs?

- Where?

Segransan et al. submitted
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1.  Long tail toward large 

masses 

2.  Distribution rising toward 

small masses
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Rare, but there are now objects 
above the conventional planet - 
brown dwarf limit. Nature?



Nature of the Objects 
Pressure and temperature high 
enough in layers above the core to 
burn deuterium ?

“... We have considered a 25 MJ planet with a 100 M⊕ 
core. Independently of the composition of the core 
material (water or rock), deuterium-fusion ignition 
does occur in the layers above the core. ... The same 
conclusion holds for a core mass of several 100 
M⊕. ...”

Baraffe, Chabrier & Barman 2008

Core masses typically 100 Mearth, 
up to 300 Mearth. 

Mtot>13 MJ

Internal composition

Deuterium Burning Planets
New class of transition objects: Burn deuterium 
(like brown dwarfs), but have a formation and 
composition like planets.

OBSERVATIONAL HINTS?
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mass: very large planets are very efficient in 
ejecting planetesimal (rather than accreting 
them). Maybe different for collision scenario 
(Baraffe et al. 2008).

Gets more difficult to distinguish.

Hints I: Radius Constraints
 HD 147506b (Hat P-2b): 9.04 MJ CoRoT Exo 3b: 21.7 MJ4 Leconte et al.: Structure of the CoRoT exoplanets

fraction. Enhanced atmospheric opacity in transiting plan-
ets (Burrows et al. 2007), although not excluded, remains
so far too much of an ad-hoc suggestion to be examined in
detail (see Bara!e et al. 2009 for a discussion). At any rate,
the presently detected most inflated transiting planets, like
Tres-4b and WASP-12, can not be explained even with
such enhanced-opacity models (Guillot 2008; Bara!e et al.
2009).

An other mechanism, based on (ine"cient) layered or
oscillatory convection in some planet interiors, has been
suggested by Chabrier & Bara!e (2007) and has been
shown to possibly explain the abnormally large radii. If fu-
ture follow-up observations of CoRoT-Exo-1b and CoRoT-
Exo-2b confirm eccentricity values e < 0.01, such a mecha-
nism will have to be considered with serious attention.

5. Massive substellar objects

The discovery of ”super” Jupiters, with masses >! 10MJ, in
close orbit to a central star, raises questions about their
nature: planet or brown dwarf ? CoRoT-Exo-3b (see Table
1) is a perfect example of such an ambiguity. Studies of low
mass stars and brown dwarfs in young clusters suggest a
continuous mass function down to ! 6 MJ (Caballero et al.
2007), indicating that the same formation process respon-
sible for star formation can produce objects down to a
few Jupiter masses. Indeed, analytical theories of star for-
mation (Padoan & Nordlund 2004, Hennebelle & Chabrier
(2008)) show that gravoturbulent fragmentation of molec-
ular clouds produces, with the same underlying processes,
stars and brown dwarfs down to a few Jupiter-masses in
numbers comparable to the observationally determined dis-
tribution. Brown dwarfs and planets thus overlap in mass,
stressing the need for identi?cation criteria enabling the
distinction between these two types of astrophysical bod-
ies. The presence of strongly non-solar atmospheric abun-
dances, as observed in the atmosphere of the giant planets
of our Solar System, may provide signatures of a planetary
formation process in a proto-planetary disk. Such a signa-
ture, however, is di"cult both to observe and to character-
ize at the present time (Chabrier et al. 2007) and may not
apply to irradiated planets, with radiatively stable outer
layers. A more robust signature of the planet formation
process, as expected from the core accretion model, is the
presence of a significant amount of heavy material in the
interior. Observed radii signi?cantly smaller than predicted
for solar or nearly-solar metallicity objects reveal the pres-
ence of such a signi?cant average amount of heavy material;
a major argument in favor of the core-accretion planet for-
mation process. On the opposite, if a physical mechanism
is missing in current planet cooling models, as discussed in
§4, observed radii larger than predicted do not necessarily
imply an absence or a small amount of heavy material. For
such cases, the nature of the object remains ambiguous, if
only based on the knowledge if its mean density.

In this section, we focus on the case of CoRoT-Exo-3b
and examine whether its radius determination enables us
to identify its very nature. As shown in Fig. 4, the observed
radius of CoRoT-Exo-3b can be matched by the model of an
irradiated brown dwarf of 21.6 MJ with solar composition
(long-dashed line). This is by itself an encouraging confir-
mation of the theoretical prediction of the age-mass-radius
relationship in the brown dwarf regime (Chabrier & Bara!e

Fig. 4. CoRoT-Exo-3b. Solid line: standard cooling se-
quence of an isolated 21.66MJ brown dwarf with solar
composition. Long dashed line: irradiated case. Dash-dotted
line: Irradiated case with a 272 M! core of water. Red box :
observational 1! error bar.

1997; Bara!e et al. 1998). Note that, given the small orbit-
ing distance, the e!ects of irradiation are not negligible,
even for such massive objects. Accounting for irradiation
on the atmospheric profile, and thus on the object’s cooling
history, is thus mandatory to provide consistent compari-
son between models and observations, when the radius is
determined at this level of accuracy (! 7%). The present
radius error bars, however, are still too large to infer or
exclude the presence of a significant amount of heavy ma-
terial in the interior of this object. As done in §3, a maxi-
mum amount of heavy material can be determined, for the
minimum theoretical radius allowed by the error box. We
find an upper mass limit for the core of about 800 M!,
i.e. a global maximum mass fraction Z ! 12%. We stress
that this corresponds to the maximum enrichment com-
patible with the actual error bars. The possibility to have
such a large amount of heavy material must be examined
in the context of our current understanding of planet for-
mation, within the framework of the core-accretion model.
Following our previous analysis (Bara!e et al. (2008) and
references therein), we can estimate the maximum amount
of heavy material available in the proto-planetary disk for
planet formation. According to current models of planet
formation which include migration (Alibert et al. 2005), up
to " ! 30% of heavy elements contained in the protoplan-
etary disk can be incorporated into forming giant planets
(Mordasini et al. 2008, 2009). The maximum mass of avail-
able heavy material that can be accreted to form planets is
thus:

MZ " " · Z · (f · M!) (1)

where f · M! is the maximum mass for a stable disk (!
0.1M!) and Z is the metal mass fraction of the star. For
CoRoT-Exo-3b, which is orbiting a 1.37 M" F star with
near solar metallicity, at most MZ " 270 M! of heavy
material can thus be accreted to form the planet. This
(admitedly crude) upper limit derived from current planet
core accretion formation models yields a planet contrac-
tion consistent with today’s observations, as seen in Fig. 4.
Note that, as discussed in Bara!e et al. (2008) for HAT-
P-2b, this heavy material does not need to be accreted
into one single object, as very massive planets, in particular

No core

270 M⊕ core
No core,
no irrad.
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short-period ones, may result from smaller planet collisions.
Therefore, given the present uncertainties in the radius de-
termination, neither the brown dwarf nor the planet possi-
bility can be assessed or excluded for CoRoT-Exo-3b, whose
nature remains ambiguous. A comparison between the pre-
dicted radius of a (irradiated) solar-metallicity brown dwarf
(dashed line) and of a planet with the aforedetermined mas-
sive core, which represents only a ! 4% metal enrichment
(dash-dotted line) in Fig. 4, shows that a radius accuracy
<! 3% is required to resolve the ambiguity, according to the
present models. In any event, this demonstrates the promis-
ing powerful diagnostic provided by mass-radius determina-
tions to distinguish massive planets from low-mass brown
dwarfs, providing adequate observational accuracy.

Among the few known massive planetary-mass objects,
there is one example for which such a radius measurement
provides the identification of its nature. This is the case
of Hat-P-2b, a 8 MJ mass object, closely orbiting an F
type star (see Winn et al. 2007 and Table 1). As illustrated
in Fig. 5, an irradiated brown dwarf model (long-dashed
line) overestimates the radius by ! 5%. Models including a
340 M! core mass1 can explain the measured radius (dash-
dotted line) . Although this amount of heavy material is
about the limit of what is available for planet formation, ac-
cording to current core-accretion models (as estimated from
Eq. (1) for the HAT-P-2 system; see also Mordasini et al.
(2009)), the presence of such a metal enrichment (Z ! 15%)
provides the simplest plausible explanation for the observed
radius of HAT-P-2b, according to the present theory. As
mentioned earlier, this 340 M! core for HAT-P-2b should
be seen as a rough estimate of the upper limit for the avail-
able heavy material in the system, but this analysis shows
that the currently observed low radius of this object can-
not be explained without a substantial enrichment. It would
certainly be interesting to see whether planet models from
other groups yield or not similar determinations. Given the
fact that these various planet models share many common
physics inputs (in particular the H/He and heavy element
EOS), it would be surprising that they reach severely dif-
ferent conclusions. While keeping in mind the remaining
uncertainties in planet cooling theory, the present analysis
provides - with the parameters observed so far - a confirma-
tion of the validity of the core-accretion model, and makes
Hat-P-2b the first confirmed 8 MJ genuine planet formed
by core-accretion in a proto-planetary disk.

6. Conclusion

This work focusses on the modelling of the first confirmed
transiting planets discovered by the CoRoT mission. We
have distinguished three sorts of objects. First, planets
whose radius can be explained by standard structure and
evolution planetary models including the e!ect of irradia-
tion from the parent star. For these objects, such as CoRoT-
Exo-4b, there is no need to invoke extra physical mecha-
nisms and, in that case, an upper limit can be inferred on
their global heavy material content. The second category
of objects is characterised by an abnormally large radius,
with two examples in the current CoRoT sample. Ground-
based surveys already found a significant fraction of such

1 Note that - as discussed in §2 - this amount of heavy material
does not necessarily need to be in a core but could be distributed
all over the planet.

Fig. 5. Hat-P-2b. Long dashed line: Cooling sequence
of an irradiated 8.04MJ brown dwarf. Dash-dotted line:
Irradiated case with a 340 M! core. Red box : observational
1! error bar.

planets and CoRoT confirms this trend. We show that a
small but finite eccentricity of ! 0.02 provides enough tidal
energy dissipation to explain the radius of CoRoT-Exo-1b.
For CoRoT-Exo-2b, a significantly larger value, e ! 0.15,
is required. We emphasize the fact that a zero eccentricity
value is assumed in the light curve and radial velocity data
analysis of current CoRoT planets, and of many other tran-
siting objects. This hypothesis is based on the idea that (i)
tidal circularisation of the orbit is the asymptotic equilib-
rium state of these planets, (ii) this circularisation occurs
on short timescales compared to the system’s age. Two as-
sumptions which have recently been shown not to be neces-
sarily correct (Levrard et al. (2009)). Eccentricity determi-
nations of transiting planets, when unknown, should thus
be redone in light of these results. Our estimates for the
required eccentricity to lead to enough tidal dissipation to
explain the observed radii could thus be compared with
future follow-up observations/determinations.

The third category of planets includes the ”massive”
object CoRoT-Exo-3b, in the overlapping mass regime be-
tween brown dwarfs and giant planets. We show that the
remaining large uncertainties in the radius determination
(! 7%) for this object do not allow a clear identification of
its nature. For this object’s mass, present models predict
less than 3% di!erence between the radius of a brown dwarf
(solar composition) and of a planet with a realistic heavy
material enrichment. By itself, the agreement between the
observed radius and the theoretical predictions is a beauti-
ful confirmation of the validity of these latter in the brown
dwarf mass range, and brings confidence in the validity of
the physics included in these models. Although our analysis
is inconclusive for CoRoT-Exo-3b, given the present radius
uncertainties, we show that the radius determination is dis-
criminant in the case of Hat-P-2b, which is thus the first
confirmation of the possibility to form massive planets by
core accretion (possibly with subsequent collisions) up to
m >! 8 MJ. Finally, our analysis shows that, according to
the present models, a typical ! 5 % accuracy on the radius
determination must be achieved in future space-based or
ground based transit detections to clearly distinguish plan-
ets from brown dwarfs in their overlaping mass domain. We
stress, of course, that the conclusions of the present paper
are based on presently published observational error bars

No core
340 M⊕ core 
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Fig. 8. Metallicity, eccentricity and period distributions of star hosting planets. Comparison between subsamples with di!erent planetary
masses: m2 sin i ! 4 MJup (filled circles, open histogram and solid line) and m2 sin i > 4 MJup (open circles, filled histogram and dotted line).
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov probability that the two distributions come from the same underlying population is given in the lower panels. The
probable brown dwarfs HD 114762 (in the upper-left panel) and HD 162020 (in the upper-right panel) are represented by crosses superimposed
to open circles.

7.2.3. Concluding remark

We also have searched for di!erences between other distribu-
tions of orbital and stellar-host properties of “light” and “mas-
sive” exoplanets, without success. In particular, the primary
masses do not correlate at all with the planet masses. The only
observed trends are the need for metal-rich stars and the lack of
short periods for massive planets. If confirmed with improved
statistics, these features may bring constraints for the migra-
tion scenario. Possible explanations may invoke the idea that
massive planets do not migrate as easily as lighter ones or, on
the contrary, that they cannot stop their migration process when
reaching the central part of the system, falling into the star. The
higher metallicity of stars hosting light planets may support this
latter view.
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Absence of very massive planets at 
low [Fe/H] around solar type stars. Similar in model.

                                      

planets exhibit eccentricities that range between nearly circu-
lar and highly eccentric. One unusual system, HD 80606, has a
record-breaking eccentricity of 0.94. Another striking difference
is that many extrasolar gas giant planets have orbital periods of
days, placing them within 0.1 AU of their host star. We consider
whether the high metallicity that is correlated with the very ex-
istence of extrasolar planets could also influence the final orbital
architecture of the planets.

The orbital parameters for the known extrasolar planets are
tabulated in Table 2. As a first step, the stars were grouped
according to the orbital periods of the detected planets, and the
distribution of stellar and orbital parameters is summarized in
Table 4, with the standard deviation from the mean listed in
parentheses. The longest orbital period range (1000 days < P <
10;000 days) does not span a full logarithmic bin because the
maximum observed orbital periods are effectively terminated at
4000 days by the time baseline of the Doppler surveys.
Our motivation for grouping the stars by orbital period is to

compare planetary systems that may have experienced different
degrees of orbital migration, since migration and late-stage ac-
cretion could be physically linked. The naive underlying assump-
tion is that close-in planets have experienced significant inward
migration with a stronger accompanying accretion while plan-
ets in wide orbits have experienced less migration and therefore
have less ( late-stage) accretion. Cases in which planets in wide
orbits are accompanied by additional interior planets are omit-
ted from Table 4 because the inner planets in these systems may
have played an additional role in the accretion history of the
star.
Udry et al. (2003) note the existence of a ‘‘period valley’’ with

an absence of exoplanets with masses larger than 2MJ in the
period range from 10 to 100 days. It is interesting that the host
stars of planets with orbital periods in this range have system-
atically lower metallicity than stars in the adjacent period bins.
By virtue of this lower metallicity, these stars are expected to
have fewer and lower mass planets. It is certainly possible that
small number statistics are at play here. It would be very helpful
to identify several additional short-period planets to better un-
derstand the observed period valley.

Fig. 13.—Abundance ratios of Na, Si, Ni, and Ti relative to Fe and as a function of [Fe/H]. Plus signs represent the analyzed stars, and stars with planets are circled.
No differences are observed in abundance distributions for stars with and without planets.

Fig. 14.—Planet mass (M sin i ) plotted for all detected planets as a function
of metallicity. Plus signs represent single planets, and filled circles represent the
total mass for multiple-planet systems. There is a suggestion that the maximum
total planet mass may rise with increasing stellar metallicity, as indicated by the
overplotted line.
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Not true for more massive stars.

Significant? 

Must build-up core very quickly.

Synthetic population N= 100 000 (!)

Other mechanisms



Conclusions
•Can disks form deuterium burning planets by core accretion?
•Yes, IF eccentric instability mechanism occurs. 
‣Interesting class of new objects between planets and brown dwarfs.
‣Make the 13 MJ distinction even obscurer (cf. Chabrier et al. 2006)
‣Only if [Fe/H] > -0.2 , Mdisk >3 MMMSN, Tdisk>2 Myr.
‣Inside 10 AU.
‣Rather low eccentricities e<0.25.
‣(Slightly) smaller radius than brown dwarfs.

•Deuterium burning: depending not only on total mass
‣Internal composition matters (a little bit).
‣D-burning delays decrease of luminosity for first ≈ 10 Myr 
(compared to contraction only).

•Slope of high mass end of planetary IMF.
‣Imprint of disk properties? (cf. core mass function - stellar IMF)


